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About This Game

Join SURVARIUM Beta Now and Start Playing For Free!

FIGHT IN DIFFERENT GAME MODES!
  Survarium offers several game modes. Some are familiar to all shooter fans, some are more unique. Fight in a squad or
solo: the higher the risk, the higher the reward!

SURVIVE IN ANOMALIES!
  There are many strange places in the world of Survarium where death awaits you around every corner. But you can find
valuable artifacts there, which make you stronger.

GATHER ARTIFACTS!
  In anomalies you will find various artifacts with unique properties giving you passive and active bonuses. Use the
artifacts to turn the tide of battle!

LEVEL UP YOUR CHARACTER!
  Gain experience in battle and unlock new skills. You can improve physical abilities, shooting skills, increase protection
from the anomalies and more!
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Title: Survarium
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Vostok Games
Publisher:
Vostok Games
Release Date: 2 Apr, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (Service Pack 1), Windows 8.1 (64 bit)

Processor: Intel Core i3 / AMD Phenom II X4 / AMD FX / AMD Ryzen

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce: GTX 650 / GT 1030 or Radeon R7 250X

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 16 GB available space

Additional Notes:

English,German,Polish,Russian,Ukrainian,French,Simplified Chinese
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english:

This game is worth !! download !!! You fight in all sorts of maps you can select the type of weapon you want, choose a character
and choose clothes

hebrow:

!!\u05d4\u05de\u05e9\u05d7\u05e7 \u05d4\u05d6\u05d4 \u05e9\u05d5\u05d5\u05d4
\u05dc\u05d4\u05d5\u05e8\u05d3\u05d4!!! \u05d0\u05ea\u05dd \u05e0\u05dc\u05d7\u05de\u05d9\u05dd
\u05d1\u05db\u05d5\u05dc \u05de\u05e0\u05d9 \u05de\u05e4\u05d5\u05ea \u05d0\u05ea\u05dd
\u05d9\u05db\u05d5\u05dc\u05d9\u05dd \u05dc\u05d1\u05d7\u05d5\u05e8 \u05e1\u05d5\u05d2 \u05e0\u05e9\u05e7
\u05e9\u05d0\u05ea\u05dd \u05e8\u05d5\u05e6\u05d9\u05dd , \u05dc\u05d1\u05d7\u05d5\u05e8 \u05d3\u05de\u05d5\u05ea
\u05d5\u05dc\u05d1\u05d7\u05d5\u05e8 \u05d1\u05d2\u05d3\u05d9\u05dd

russian:

\u042d\u0442\u0430 \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430 !! \u0441\u043a\u0430\u0447\u0430\u0442\u044c
\u0431\u0435\u0441\u043f\u043b\u0430\u0442\u043d\u043e !!! \u0412\u044b
\u0441\u0440\u0430\u0436\u0430\u0435\u0442\u0435\u0441\u044c \u0432\u043e \u0432\u0441\u0435\u0445
\u0432\u0438\u0434\u0430\u0445 \u043a\u0430\u0440\u0442 \u0432\u044b \u043c\u043e\u0436\u0435\u0442\u0435
\u0432\u044b\u0431\u0440\u0430\u0442\u044c \u0442\u0438\u043f \u043e\u0440\u0443\u0436\u0438\u044f,
\u043a\u043e\u0442\u043e\u0440\u044b\u0439 \u0432\u044b \u0445\u043e\u0442\u0438\u0442\u0435,
\u0432\u044b\u0431\u0440\u0430\u0442\u044c \u043f\u0435\u0440\u0441\u043e\u043d\u0430\u0436\u0430 \u0438
\u0432\u044b\u0431\u0440\u0430\u0442\u044c \u043e\u0434\u0435\u0436\u0434\u0443. It was fun while I was able to play.
But today I'm in the middle of a match and boom, the game logs me out. I get sent to the login screen where I would put my
email and password. I do that and it tells me the email isn't registered. So I close the game and open it again. I get back into the
game only to be logged out again. I try 3 more times. Not sure what is up with that. So I give up. I can't leave a good review if I
can't stay logged in long enough to play.. 2 words... "Unfulfilled potential"

BUT

The concept is phenomenal and the developer appears to be making actual effort to hear what the community has to say and
make improvements.

Also, it's Early Access and @#$%ing FREE... So cut it some slack.

7\/10

. Hello,first of all let me introduce myself to you,as i have a history of gameplay since 1985,so i can say im veteran when
playing games comes to line,prefer FPS as favorite genre and literally there is no good FPS\/SURVIVAL i didnt played till
day,and i will make my personal oppinion about SURVARIUM so can help you decide if this game will suit your needs with
some elements described from game,ill be glad to help you...

So the game SURVARIUM is basically new Stalker but with PVP in mind.STALKER was one of first FPS\/SURVIVAL open
world game and it was released in 2007,most of games cant compare to that game when atmsophere,and enjoyment comes in
place,kinda game u just cant wait you play next morning and continue your journey in hope to find and mod your favorite
weapon or gear...With massive support from players and alot of work dedicated from developers almost 3 years in
development,id like to mention that STALKER PVP mode was brilliant for that time.Stalker was called game of the year and
represented feedback for all future open world game releases(10 years in gaming industry passed since then).
So developers of that game started new project named SURVARIUM,PVP based fps\/survival with alot of similar things
especially wepaons like Stalker,they polishing and updating the game almost on daily basis,i can see alot of todays new kids on
the block actually find the game not for their taste,as they used to play games without sway of weapon,recoil,and with 1 million
health bar,well this game is not like that,its fast pace,somewhat very tactical and pretty realistic FPS,damn challenging when u
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confront some serious players.

1.Weapons are trully amazing in this game,with photorealistic details,real sounds of shooting and reloading,tons of mods,and
upgrades which u can see in the game after you upgrade,bullet travel is not linear,reticles are different from weapon to weapon
and real joy when u look through sniper.

2.Gear,u have 4 factions to choose each one can progress to Tier 10 through Tiers you unlocking new gear and armour with
photorelaistic details in mind,each part of helmet,mask,jacket,pants,gloves,backpack looking completely different for each
Faction and each level,with possibility to upgrade each part of equipment

3.Skill tree,pretty powerfull and wisely created,so you can choose which role will suits your need best,rifleman shooter or fast
run gunner,maybe skillfull long or short range sniper,you can build your player style u want through the levels and skill points

4.Factions,4 of them you can chooose,each one has their own benefits,some are faster,some more precise,some healtheir,some
with stronger armour,unique thing is you can play simultaneously by switching to different Factions while you progress through
levels and tiers if u want so if you find the other faction more interesting to play with you can max that one and best thing is you
can combine factions gear and weapons to your character and make ultra fighter of your choice as each part of equipment from
different faction gives different upgrades,more ammo,more exploves,more ressistance, faster reload,less recoil,etc...

5.Gameplay,well u have 4 unique mods,PVP plaer option,bot vs players option and ranked mode option which u need to pass
Tier 5 to play,u have 9 maps to play on,also 16 players in game with additional bots if u choose.Apocalyptic atmosphere is
fantastic with ruined world weird glowing radiated obstacles,anomalies,physics of weapons with challenging sway and
recoil,running,walking and jumping are damn fluid so u think real person is running infront of you,servers are quick and
maximum wait is about 3 minutes to enter PVP match,u always play with same equipment and weapon Tier as opponents so no
OP player can kill you,pretty well balanced game wehn matching comes,u have silver and gold as credits,silver you earn and buy
stuff with it and u can buy ingame gold and become premium player which benefit is more EXP,silver,and faction ribbons per
match also one addtional profile for your character,but its definetelly not pay to win game as casual non premium player can
own payed one as upgrades are basically same,except some weapons and equipment which u can buy for gold but only gives skin
outlook and extra silver per match,so if u want to rnal fatser u buy premium,all in all u don need to pay to own in the game.

Conclusion:Survarium is improving each day,and since early alpha game changed drastically,developers and support is pretty
active in game polishing things with each update and answering players demands over chat,also alot of giveways and random
bonuses like free premium are on daily basis,if you are serious FPS player and admire atmospheric survival-fps game with
elelments of tactic and rpg,great community and challenging opponents i recommened this game 100% over most other similar
genre games,and most of all its free to play...

Best regards to all gamers,HC977.... good for your eye and instinct. UPDATED REVIEW 24\/07\/2017
Just going to preface this: This was a skill-based game. Now, it is an unbalanced grind and a experience-based game. What do I
mean by that? Once you learn what combos work the best, you basically just exploit them and wreck the other team. Here's
some current problems:

1: Armour is basically worthless. Even if you survive a shot from a sniper rifle, it will likely make your character bleed out in 2
seconds. Armour doesn't prevent bleeding like one would expect.

2: Armour slows characters down to a ridiculous level because the devs replaced the 'weight' with 'slowdown'. So, if I wear some
very light armour with speed bonuses, I can run around the map like a super soldier, which is really effective when you consider:

3: Changes were made without understanding the impact on a latency dependent game. If I run around like a super soldier, I'll
beat everyone else because I'll have seen and started shooting at a player before their side even recognizes that I've appeared.
And, if I have heavy armour, it takes longer for me to pop in and out from cover than it does for a player to reload.

4: Weapon balance is out the window. There are guys using LMGs, SMGs that have a 4x scope and virtually no recoil. Despite
shooting from a distance or suppressed, those weapons only need about 3 body shots to get a kill even when wearing the max
amount of armour.
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5: Players who pay can skip the grind. It is still possible to get the weapons and unlocks, but only after months of playing and
you wouldn't even get all of them. Why do I still play it then?

--------------------------------------------------------------------
+The best gunplay I have ever experienced. Bullet physics including ricohets. I once got a headshot when I shot a guy with a
sniper rifle, and the bullet hit his arm and deflected up into his head.
+Team-based. If your team sucks, you can still do well, but you probably aren't going to win.
+Not pay to win. The upgrade system benefits the premium players, but it's not an unfair advantage at all. It's paying to avoid
the grind.
+Great anti-cheat system build right in.

-Not as many players leading to wait times to get into the game
-It is a huge grind. Think prestige-ing like 10 times in COD.
-Incomplete\/beta

------------------------------------------------------------------------

I would really like to see some re-balancing. Here's some of my own suggestions:

1: Base the damage around muzzle meters\/second, the bullet weight, the ballistic coefficient, and the bullet type (AP,
FMJ\/Standard, HP) HP would have best stopping power, AP would have the best penetration and standard ammo would be the
best compromise.

2: Based around that, bullet physics is a lot easier to calculate around bullet drop, penetration, etc.
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I guess it's ok. The graphics are kinda cool but the servers kinda suck. It's just kinda..... meh.

Fun sometimes if you have nothing to do and want to kill time.. really good game could do with more guns ect. I highly suggest
this game. I had my doubts when my friend suggested this game to me. Once I got into it and learned it a bit I started to love it.
The game is amazing. The gunplay is perfect and gun modules make it better. There is always something to work towards too! If
you are craving some PvP. Hop in. This game will keep you busy for hours on end.

Please try this game before shooting it down and giving it a bad review because this game deserves a lot more than what it is
getting. +1 to you devs keep it up.. I'm a big fan of the S.T.A.L.K.E.R. games, so when I heard about Survarium, I was really
hyped up. The fact that devs from the S.T.A.L.K.E.R. series are working on this only added to that. I thought that it would be an
open-world MMO, in other words, a way to get my S.T.A.L.K.E.R. fix, after the one which was supposed to come out was
canceled. Vostok even put "MMO" in the tags. As it turns out, the MMO portion(free play) of the game wasn't even in
development, so that was kind of a disappointment, especially since the game was pretty busted for a while.

Pros:
For what it's worth, it's currently not a bad game. The graphics look amazing. There's a noticeable attention to detail on the
environments, and the anomalies are nice pieces of eye-candy. Also, the guns look pretty close to their real life counterparts.
There's no noticeable clipping on the various armor pieces you can equip either. Whatever engine this game runs on is great, in
the looks department.

The skill system is really in-depth. You have one for guns, one for physical activities, and one for anomalies. Every skill tree has
an assortment of skills to spec into. Now, if only you got more than one skill point every time you leveled up.

From what I remember, the music and sound design really drive the atmosphere home. The guns pack a punch, and you can hear
it. Even small pistols sound impactful. Explosions are expectedly powerful. Sound effects are different indoors and outdoors,
which is nice. The music is what you'd expect from a post-apocalyptic game: Dark, dreary and depressing. It works very well.

The business model is fair, but grindy. People are usually very quick to label an f2p game as "pay-to-win", which while
understandable, isn't very fair. You can buy most things with the in-game currency. Attachments are obtained through kills, and
upgrades require both in-game currency and scrap metal; both are obtained by completing matches. You earn a decent amount
of the in-game currency every match, but only a small amount of scrap metal. This is a problem, because upgrades have a 50%
chance to succeed with the in-game currency. If you fail to upgrade, now you have to go and play some more matches, and your
odds don't get any better. I remember trying to upgrade one of my guns, and failing, gathering up enough to upgrade again, and
failing again. It can get frustrating, especially with high-tier guns, which require a whole lot of currency and scrap metal per
upgrade.

The new UI is pretty, and didn't take much getting used to. Not really much for me to say about it, to be honest.

Cons:
The matchmaking was always pretty bad. You would normally find yourself waiting a while, and having to play against players
with way better gear than you. The stash maps helped, but they can't fix a lack of players. Now, instead of fighting players,
you're mostly fighting bots. Not only that, but you could wind up waiting 2 minutes+ with all the regions and game modes
checked. I wind up playing on foreign servers, too, so my ping is almost always above 100. It's pretty annoying.

Friendly fire shouldn't be a thing in this game, in my opinion. It's frustrating to be in the middle of a firefight, just for some
random teammate to get in your way. Also, I've heard of cases of intentional friendly-fire too.

There aren't that many maps. I get that it's a small team on a tight budget, with a free-to-play game, but playing on the same few
maps gets boring, especially when you do it for as long as I did.

The anomalies get under my skin. They tend to spawn in important areas, like exits in your spawn points, making getting around
maps inconvenient. if you get near them, without good gear for that, you'll take tons of damage. Also, last time I checked, most
of the artifacts within these anomalies aren't even that useful.

Game updates are annoying, if you don't start up the launcher every time one is released. If you take some time off of the game,
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and launch it, you'll have to wait for every update to install, one by one. I'd prefer it if the game updated through steam, and
gave you all the content in one download.

Bleeding has almost been removed from the game entirely. Back then, it only took a few shots to initiate a bleed-out effect.
Now, you could shoot somebody a bunch of times and they would lose not one drop of blood.

Conclusion:
It went from a product that shouldn't have been in the public eye, to an above-average f2p fps game with rpg and survival
elements. The biggest issue I have is the fact that we don't know what's going on with free-play past the announcement they put
out a while ago. Free play was the only reason most people even got into Survarium in the first place. The community's slowly
dying out, because the community's getting tired of waiting. Every match I join is filled with bots. Vostok took too long to make
Survarium a decent game, and are suffering for it. It's much better than it used to be, but the development is progressing at a
snail's pace. I think the game has potential, but will Vostok Games be able to keep up with the development costs?

Sidenote: I hope Vostok sees this and listens. I've been hearing a lot about them suppressing criticism, recently.. NOT OPEN
WORLD, store page makes it look like some great open world but its just a arena pvp game EDIT: Sorry about being so harsh
about it, right now this game is a arena shooter but will become a open world. This game looks really cool and will hopefuly
become great game. BTW thanks for the admin riad55 for explaining what the team is working on. Very fun FPS action with a
nice selection of maps and game modes and some real nice scenery!!
Hope this game can bring a PVE side too very nice!!. good mechanics, nice atmosphere and challanging gameplay. Like Stalker
Online. And it's only in BETA.. TL:DR at the bottom

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The S.T.A.L.K.E.R. Series is probably my favorite game series of all time. I've put thousands of hours into those games over the
years. I ran S.T.A.L.K.E.R. Files (part of the former FilesNation\/GameFront Files Network) which was the #1 place to get
mods for the games. When S.T.A.L.K.E.R. 2 got canned and GSC Game World let everyone go I was really bummed out.

Vostok Games rose from the ashes and I jumped at the chance to support them and I hoped that they'd be able to capture some
of the magic that the S.T.A.L.K.E.R. games held in what they were doing next.

I decided that I'd support their efforts and backed them by getting a "Founders" status on their new project, Survarium. It was a
$99 investment in what I hope would become an amazing game.

Survarium has sure had its ups and downs and I am not entirely happy with it but my main issue currently is with how they are
handling the accounts on the game.

I have my original account with Founders status and my prior progress on it. I don't play it very often but I've been keeping track
of the game for a while awaiting the "Freeplay" portion of the game. That's my bread and butter.

When the game came to STEAM I downloaded it right away but when I launched it, it just made a new account linked to my
STEAM account that started from scratch. There was no option at all to log in with my existing account nor link my STEAM
account to my existing account. This naturally annoyed me so I took it to their forums.

Several members told me that this wouldn't be an issue and I could just have support fix it. I contacted support and they were of
no help at all, nothing got done. Still other players assured me that this was possible and that they'd had it done for them.

I even contacted their community manager Joe Willburn on Twitter and he looked into it. No luck there either.

Fast forward a couple months and I saw that they'd put up a Discord for Survarium players. Hopped on there and chatted for a
bit and was once again told that it shouldn't be a problem getting an existing account linked to my STEAM account, once again
this person had it done for them.

Opened a new support ticket, submitted my request. First got a response back in Russian that I had to use Google Translate to
even read, basically told it's not possible. Argued back and forth with Support for a bit, basically telling them "Other players
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straight up told me this is possible and that they had it down for them." Support comes back and says that was something that
use to exist but the feature was disabled one year ago and they don't have any plans to re-enable it.

I was basically told that there is no way at all for them to resolve my problem and if I want to play on my Founders Account I
must play the game with their stand alone client. I don't find this acceptable.

There are dozens of other games on STEAM that use their own stand alone launchers\/updates and do not have this problem.
Most will just let you log into your game account via their launcher (which is launched via STEAM). Some will let you generate
a STEAM Key (which is 100% to the devs by the way) that is linked to your game account and allow you to redeem it on
STEAM (Elite: Dangerous does this). Some games will do the login from the game itself. Survarium does this last option but for
reasons unknown to anyone but Vostok Games the STEAM version bypasses this for some asinine reason.

If you launch the game with the stand alone launcher you are greeted with a login page, just enter your email\/password and you
are good to go. If you launch the game via STEAM (which has the same launcher by the way) you are greeted with EXACT
SAME LOGIN PAGE but there is no email\/password box and there is just a button to login via STEAM.

The solution to this problem is so simple a Unity Asset Flipper could figure this out yet Vostok can't seem to.

I cannot recomment any player, especially anyone who started playing this game prior to it coming to STEAM to continue to
support them when the cannot even manage user accounts with any sense of compentency.

TL:DR Impossible to use existing paid game account on STEAM, support refuses to fix issue. Cannot support developer
anymore.. It has potential just a small playbase.. If you're looking for OPEN WORLD, CO-OP, SURVIVAL game like the tags
say, you have been lied to if you look to this game for comfort. It is STRICTLY PVP, so if you're not into that (like me) then
this game is not for you...

Response to DEVs -

I didn't hate what bit of the game I played, but the tags on steam are not accurate, and PVP is not for me. I'll keep my eyes open
and I would love to try the game once PVE \/ openworld \/ non-arena-shooter aspects are implemented.
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